
Lecture Module 9
Agenda

1 Initializing the panel dimensions

2 Creating differenced variables

3 Estimating in First Differences

4 Estimating the Within Model



Panel Data

We will use the wagepan2.dta dataset from the course website

An all-male extract from the National Longitudinal Study of Youth

Wage outcomes and characteristics for the years 1980-1987

To start using panel data, it is helpful to first initialize the panel
variables. This is done with the "tsset" command.

The command starts with "tsset", and then follows with a numeric
identifier for ’individuals’, and then a numeric identifier for ’time’.

With the wage panel data, we write:

tsset nr year

Next, we want to construct first-differences using the difference
operator. For example, to get the difference in lwage, write:

gen diff_lwage = D.lwage



Panel Data: Calculating First-differences

Generate first differences for the log wage and education

gen diff_lwage = D.lwage

gen diff_educ = D.educ

Summarize - what do we find?

Education does not change over time within individuals, so we cannot
estimate its effect on wages within individuals.

Let’s instead focus on the effects of experience, which does change:

log(wageit) = β0+ β1experit+αi+ uit

First, estimate using simple OLS on the "pooled panel". That is, not
accounting for the individual effects. Interpret.



Panel Data: Calculating First-differences

Now, generate the difference experience variable, and summarize

gen diff_exper = D.exper

su exper diff_exper

Experience has no variation - it is always equal to one.

Everybody in the sample is working, and therefore earning a year of
experience in each year.

So, this regression,

∆ log(wageit) = ∆β1experit+∆uit

is equivalent to this regresssion:

∆ log(wageit) = δ0+∆uit

To run a differenced model, just use simple OLS with the differenced
variables.

Within individuals, the short-run effect.....



Panel Data: Estimating Fixed Effects

Next, we estimate the fixed effects directly:

log(wageit) = β0+ β1experit+αi+ uit

To do so, we use the ’xtreg’ command, with the ’fe’ option

xtreg lwage exper, fe

Since we have initialized the panel dimension of the model, it
automatically uses the stated individual to define the fixed effects.

IT IS ABSOLUTELY CRUCIAL TO INCLUDE THE ’fe’, SINCE
OTHERWISE IT WILL USE WHAT IS CALLED RANDOM EFFECTS

Run the regression, and interpret.

Within individuals.....

Can very easily add time fixed effects using:

xtreg lwage exper i.year, fe

Within individuals and years.....



Example: Industries and Wages

Let’s run the following industry regression

log(wageit) = β0+ β1manuit+αi+ uit

manuit is a dummy variable that identifies if individual i in year t
works in a manufacturing industry.

Run the regression, and interpret.

Pooled OLS (ignoring αi)

First-differences

Fixed effects

Distinguish between Unions and Manufacturing:

log(wageit) = β0+ β1manuit+ β2unionit+ β3manuit · unionit+αi+ uit

unionit is a dummy variable that identifies if individual i in year t is in
a union.


